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Chiller Sequencing 
MicroTech III controller allows an easy plug-in sequencing technology based on digital or serial panel.
 
Digital Sequencing Panel
This panel is basically a step inserter that switches ON/OFF up to 11 units (chillers or heat pumps operating in the same 
cooling/heating mode) depending on the selected set point; the units are connected with the panel through standard cables 
and no serial card is requested. 

Serial Sequencing Panel
Basically this panel sequences a chiller plant by switching on/off the units (up to 7 chillers) taking into account their running 
hours and the requested plant load, in order to optimise the number of working units for each condition; serial cards and 
shielded cables are requested to connect the panel with the units and, if installed, a BMS.

Standard accessories (supplied on basic unit)
Evaporator Victaulic Kit - Hydraulic joint with gasket for an easy and quick water connection.
Evaporator Water side design pressure 10 bar
Condenser Water side design pressure 16 bar
Condenser 1 pass (DT 4-8°C) on standard efficiency units, 2 passes (DT 4-8°C) on high efficiency units
Y-D starter - Star Delta starter is the standard type.
Double set-point - Dual leaving water temperature set-points.
Phase monitor - The phase monitor controls that phases sequence is correct and controls phase loss.
High Pressure Side Manometers
Hour Run meter - Digital compressors hour run meter.
General fault contactor - Contactor for alarm warning.
Set-point reset, demand limit and alarm from external device – The leaving water temperature set-point can be 
overwritten with the following options: 4-20mA from external source (by user); outside ambient temperature; evaporator 
water temperature Δt. Moreover the device allow the user to limit the load of the unit by 4-20mA signal or by network system 
and the microprocessor is able to receive an alarm signal from an external device (pump etc… - user can decide if this alarm 
signal will stop or not the unit).
Electronic Expansion Valve

Options (on request)
100% total heat recovery (available on EWWD~I-SS, condenser 1or 2 passes) - Produced with tube bundle placed in 
a single shell with the water condensers. Heat exchangers heads are provided with 2 connections for entering/leaving heat 
recovery water and 2 separate connections for condensing water.
Partial heat recovery (available on EWWD~I-SS and -XS, condenser 1 or 2 passes) – The upper portion of the condenser 
has cooling tubes through which about 10% of heat rejection (mainly discharge gas superheat) of the unit is recovered. These 
condensers, with partial heat recovery tubes, have crowns with special couplings by which they can be connected to the hot 
water pipes.
Brine version – Allows the unit to operate down to -8°C leaving liquid temperature (antifreeze required).
Heat pump version 
Condenser double flanges kit 
20mm Evaporator/Condenser Insulation 
Condenser Victaulic Kit 
Cu-Ni 90-10 exchangers - to work with sea water the heat exchangers are fitted with Cu-Ni tubes and special protection inside 
the end covers.
Condenser 2 passes (DT 9-15°C) for EWWD~I-SS units, 4 passes (DT 9-15°C) for EWWD~I-XS units 




